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Abstract-The basic operation in such a network is the efficient gathering and transmission of
sensed data to a base station for advance processing. The life of such a sensor system is
the time during which we can gather information from all the sensors to the base station. A
fundamental challenge in data gathering is to maximize the system lifetime, given the energy
constraints. As sensor networks are being all the time more deployed in decision-making.
The process that on in packet Bloom filters to encode provenance of the information. We
introduce efficient tools for provenance verification method and reconstruction method at the
base station with the functionality to detection packet drop attacks or by malicious data
forwarding nodes. In our paper, we propose a novel lightweight scheme to securely transmit
provenance for sensor data. We introduce efficient tools for provenance verification and
reconstruction at the base station. In addition the secure provenance scheme with the
functionality to detection packet drop attacks by malicious data from the source to
destination node.
Keywords: Provenance Mechanism, Security Mechanism, Wireless Sensor Networks. Bloom Filter
mechanism, Distributed systems, Packet forwarding, inter-networking Sensor networks, Security.

1. INTRODUCTION
Sensor networks are used in application domains, examples are cyber physical
infrastructure, environmental monitoring, whether monitoring power grids, etc. The data that
should be large sensor node sources and processed in-network with their way to a Base
Station (BS) that performs which decision should be taking. Information is considered in the
decision process or making. Data provenance is an effective method to assess data
trustworthiness, and the actions performed on the data. Provenance in sensor networks has
not been present properly addressed. We investigate the problem of secure and efficient
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provenance transmission and handling for sensor networks, and we use provenance to
detect packet loss attacks staged by malicious sensor nodes.
In a multi-hop sensor network the data provenance is to allow the Base Station to trace the
source and forwarding path of a specific data packet the provenance must be record for
each an every packet, but important challenges arise due to some reason the first is tight
storage, energy and bandwidth constraints of sensor nodes. Therefore it is necessary devise
a light-weight provenance solution with low overhead. Sensors should operate in untrusted
environment, where they may be happens subject to attacks. That’s why it is necessary to
address security requirements such as privacy, reliability and cleanness of provenance. Our
project goal is to design a provenance encoding and decoding tool that would be satisfies
such safety and presentation needs. We Design propose a provenance encoding strategy
where each node on the track of a data packet securely embeds provenance information
within a Bloom filter that is conveyed along with the data. Receiving the packet the Base
Station should be extracts and verifies the provenance information. The provenance
encoding system that allows the Base Station to detect if a packet drop attack was staged by
a malicious node.
We use fast Message Authentication Code and Bloom filters (BF), which are stable size data
structures that efficiently represent provenance. The modern developments in micro sensor
technology and low power analog and digital electronics, have led to the development of
distributed, wireless networks of sensor devices Sensor networks of the future are intended
to consist of hundreds of cheap nodes, that can be readily deployed in physical situations to
collect useful information.
Our motivation on the subsection of distributed networking applications created on packetheader-size Bloom filters to share some state between network nodes. The specific state
carried in the Bloom filter differs from application to application, ranging from secure
credentials to IP prefixes and link identifiers with the shared requirement of a fixed-size
packet header data structure to well verify set memberships. Bloom filters make effective
usage of bandwidth, and they yield low error rates in practice. Our specific contributions are: We formulate the problem of secure provenance transmission in sensor
networks.
 The implementation of an in-packet Bloom filter provenance encoding
Scheme.
 To design efficient techniques for provenance decoding and verification at the
base station.
 To design mechanism that detects packet drop attacks staged by malicious
forwarding sensor nodes.
 To perform a detailed security analysis and performance Evaluation.

2. LITERATURE SURVEY
An Efficient Clustering based Heuristic for Data Gathering and Aggregation in Sensor
Networks-The base station and the available energy at each sensor, we are interested in
finding an efficient manner in which the data should be collected from all the sensors and
transmitted to the base station, such that the system lifetime is maximized. An Efficient
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Clustering based Heuristic for Data Gathering and Aggregation in Sensor Networks-This is
the maximum lifetime data gathering problem. An efficient clustering based heuristic to solve
the data gathering problem. In-packet Bloom filters: Design and networking applications- We
consider the design of such in packet Bloom filters (iBF).Compressed Bloom FiltersIntroduce compressed Bloom filters, which improve performance when the Bloom filter is
passed as a message and its transmission size is a limiting factor. Provenance based
Trustworthiness Assessment in Sensor Networks-Our approach uses the SYNOPSIS data
provenance as well as their values in com- putting trust scores, that is, quantitative
measures of trustworthiness. Secure in-packet Bloom Filter forwarding- In-packet Bloom
filters allow one to forward source-routed packets with minimal forwarding tables, the Bloom
filter encoding the identities of the links the packet needs to be forwarded over. A
Lightweight Secure Scheme for Detecting Provenance Forgery and Packet Drop Attacks in
Wireless Sensor Networks-We introduce efficient mechanisms for provenance verification
and reconstruction at the base station. In addition, we extend the secure provenance
scheme with functionality to detect packet drop attacks staged by malicious data forwarding
nodes.

3. NETWORK MODEL
We study a multi-hop wireless sensor network, containing of a number of sensor nodes and
a base station that gathers data as of the network. The network is modeled as a graph
G(N,L), where N = {ni|, 1 ≤ i ≤ |N|} is the set of nodes, and L is the fixed of links, containing
an element li,j for each pair of nodes ni and nj that are communicating directly with each
other. Each node reports its neighboring node information to the BS after deployment. The
BS assigns each node a single identifier nodeID and a symmetric cryptographic key Ki. In
addition, a set of hash functions H = {h1, h2, ...,hk} are broadcast to the nodes aimed at use
during provenance embedding.
3.1 DATA MODEL
We adopt a multiple-round process of data collection. Each sensor makes data periodically,
and individual values are combined near the BS using any existing hierarchical like treebased dissemination scheme. A data path of D hops is represented as < nl, n1, n2, ..., nD >,
where nlis a leaf node representing the data source, and node ni is i hops away from nl.
Each non-leaf node in the

Fig.1: Provenace Graph
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path collections the received data and provenance with its own locally-generated data and
provenance. The data packet contains (i) a exclusive packet sequence number, (ii) a data
charge, and (iii) provenance. The sequence number is involved to the packet by the facts
source, and all nodes use the same sequence number for a given round.
3.2 PROVENANCE MODEL
Definition for Provenance: Given a data packet d, the provenance pd is a directed acyclic
graph G(V,E) satisfying the following properties: pd is a sub graph of the sensor network
G(N,L); for vi, vj ∈V , vi is a child of vj if and only if HOST (vi) = ni participated in the
distributed calculation of d and/or forwarded the data to HOST (vj) =nj ;for a set U = {vi} ⊂V
and vj ∈V ,U is a set of children of vj if and only if HOST (vj ) collects processed/forwarded
data from each HOST(vi ∈U) to generate the aggregated result.

4. SECURITY OBJECTIVES
1) Query-based systems: - In query-based systems, the base station the facts sink
broadcasts a query to the network and the nodes respond with the important
information. Messages from separate nodes are potentially aggregated enrooted
to the base station. Lastly, the base station computes one or more collective
values based on the messages it has received.
2) Event-based systems: - Nodes send a message to the base station only when
the target event occurs in the area of interest. If different reports being spread
correspond to the same event, they can be combined by an intermediate node
on the route to the base station.

The Objectives Are: Confidentiality: An adversary cannot gain any knowledge about data provenance by
examining the contents of a packet. Only legal parties (e.g., the BS) can process and
check the truth of provenance.


Integrity: An adversary, stand-in alone or colluding with others, cannot add or remove
non-colluding nodes from the provenance of benign data generated by benign nodes
minus being detected.



Freshness: An adversary cannot replay captured data and provenance without
presence detected by the BS.
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5. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE:

Fig.2: System Architecture

6. CONCLUSION
In this paper data should be of securely transmitting form the source node to destination in a
sensor networks, and execution a light weight packet forwarding provenance encoding as
well as decoding scheme by using the Bloom filters process. Our Objectives confidentiality,
integrity and freshness of the provenance. The schema contains packet sequence
information that supports detection of packet damage attacks. Experimental and evaluation
results parameter showing that the future scheme is effective, light-weight and mountable. In
Technique secure provenance scheme with the functionality to detection packet drop attacks
by malicious data from the source to destination node.
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